




JOVOY is the story of an enchanting renaissance, that of a Parisian 
perfume house born in 1923 and then forgotten for over 80 years. 
In 2010, François Hénin, a globetrotter captivated by alluring raw 
materials, decided to give it new life. After years of picaresque 
adventures pursuing scents deep into Vietnamese forests, followed by 
a detour through Grasse, the entrepreneurial adventurer had acquired 
unique expertise. Now the house’s creator and Artistic Director, he is 
making JOVOY Parfumeur Parisien an emblematic hallmark of niche 
contemporary perfumery.

Whether they are eaux de parfum, extracts or interior scents, all JOVOY 
creations have a beguiling story to tell, originating from a personal 
meeting or experience. Each one is artfully prepared by independent 
noses engaged in creative fusion with the publishing house, and 
their interpretation must convey the initial promise and vision. As a 
result of this resolutely modern approach, JOVOY signs its name to a 
collection of multiple inspirations, perfectly in tune with amateurs of 
rare fragrances from around the world.

The complete opposite of standardised creations, JOVOY therefore 
stands for the dream of exceptional perfumery, part of a notable 
French tradition and far from ostentation and elitism. An accessible 
dream, too, that the house wishes to share with all those who want 
pure fragrances arising out of emotion to carry them away on a journey.





A COLLECTION OF 
12 

EAUX DE PARFUM



AMBRE PREMIER

Beware of first impressions… A sweet whisper brings to mind 
cotton candy – simple innocence, and yet Ambre Premier 
hides its real intentions and lives up to its name. Grandiose 
and out to conquer, it tattoos skin with a voluptuous and 
indelible mark that leaves nothing to chance and even less 
to weakness. Night time is its preferred domain, passionate 
nights that are profound and sensual, where the heat of its 
lingering wake collides with the first light of dawn, as if to 
better defy the day.

LA LITURGIE DES HEURES

A venerable Roman chapel in the south of Italy or a monastery 
lost in the perfumed hills of Greece… Here, time is of no 
importance. There is only eternity. On the cool flagstones, 
worn to a satiny polish over the centuries, the Mediterranean 
summer’s burning caress exalts an infinite love, almost holy. 
Suspended in the air is a perfume of mysticism and mystery, 
hinting at a torrid, almost violent fever. Incense, olibanum 
and myrrh, immemorial aromas for entire, impetuous passion, 
ready for communion.

L’ARBRE DE LA CONNAISSANCE

White and black, good and bad, wisdom and madness, sun 
and night… Ever since the beginning of time, the fig tree 
has revealed its magical, luminous and magnetic powers. 
Yet where, among its astonishing green freshness and its 
solar sensuality, lies the truth ? Without a doubt, it is in the 
contentment that comes when thinking of nothing, letting 
ourselves slip little by little into absolute serenity, savouring 
the present moment exactly under the sun. The wisdom of 
this Tree of Enlightenment guides each of us to the discovery 
of our true desires.



PRIVATE LABEL

This ideal and contemporary oriental fragrance’s trail is 
as elegant as it is powerful. Both leathery and smoky, it is 
a highly recognisable signature scent that is exclusively for 
strong personalities, men and women, confident of who they 
are in all circumstances. A restricted circle of people who are 
passionate about life, who don’t need recognition from others 
to exist and who stand by their choices with unshakeable 
self-assurance.

PSYCHEDELIQUE

Peace and love forever… This ‘revival’ perfume pays homage 
to the ‘70s, the decade that transformed patchouli into the 
legendary scent of the counterculture. At all the festivals, 
from Wight to Woodstock, patchouli’s woody and mysterious 
richness sang the backup vocals for the rock mindset of a 
new generation of rebellious youth. Today, it has made its 
comeback, more hippie chic than ever and the boho-glam 
idol par excellence. It is a classic in its own right, with all of 
its audacity intact. Retro-nostalgia has never been so modern.

ROUGE ASSASIN

A colour can have an odour. This Rouge Assassin perfumes 
the powdery nuances of a carmine, voluptuously ardent 
lipstick. A woman’s lipstick, a woman in love who would 
use it to write a message on a mirror, a fervent declaration 
or fiery last words, final until tomorrow. Passion, jealousy, 
vengeance… Love is a hot-blooded killer who leaves behind a 
criminal trail. As he passes, both women and men succumb.
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L’ART DE LA GUERRE

The end justifies the means. For women and men, the spirit 
of conquest sometimes leads us down unexpected paths. To 
win the most worthy of all battles – the game of seduction –, 
there need to be strategies, sharp tactics and the determined 
desire, always, to triumph. On a playing field that only men 
used to enjoy, L’Art de la Guerre shakes up the rules, mixing 
the nostalgic freshness of fern with the spicy and smoky 
notes of eternity.

GARDEZ-MOI

An elegant femme fatale with a Parisian soul and legs that 
go on forever, this powerful woman has made her intense 
femininity a formidable weapon of mass seduction. From 
Paris’s place Vendôme to rue de la Paix, she walks casually 
and nonchalantly on dagger-sharp stilettos. Heads turn as 
she passes. The opulent white flowers in her wake make even 
the boldest look away.

LES JEUX SONT FAITS

No half measures. This powerful juice exalts the confident 
virility of those who play life heads or tails, who bet red, odd 
numbers and high, who are just as comfortable at an electric 
boxing match as in the subtle atmosphere of a casino. With 
discreet aromas of gin and old Cuban rum, it conjures up an 
elegant and reassuring masculinity with a bit of rogue charm, 
like movie stars from the ‘50s and ‘60s. They never hesitated 
to defend their or their lady’s honour with their fists.



INCIDENT DIPLOMATIQUE

We brush by it, we risk it, without ever thinking about the 
consequences… Incident Diplomatique clearly possesses its share 
of superb provocation – bold, owned, and entirely inevitable when 
desire exudes from our every pore. As unexpected as it is audacious, 
the fragrance refuses convention and knowingly parades itself. Just 
as we might give into a staggering impulse too strong to resist, it 
declares its urges, teasing tension to the breaking point…

PAVILLON ROUGE

As daylight starts to decline, a schooner is busy readying itself to 
dock. It’s distinctive lines leave no doubt to the sharpened eye of an 
onlooker. “This one must be a privateer...” mumble the old people 
assembled in the port as they gaze across at the looming warship.
Sucked in by the promises of the amber and vanilla aromas of rum 
and whiskey, a buccaneer rushes out onto the dock and blends into 
the crowd for a fleeting moment of tranquility during his overnight 
stopover. 
A perfume of conquest and adventure, Pavillon Rouge is an ode to 
life. It invites conquering both day and night, without any fear and 
with the confidence of those who have braved death for some long-
lost fortune or legendary glory. 

REMEMBER ME
How many times have you let yourself be taken by surprise and 
found yourself enticed by a fragrance wafting from a café terrace, 
captivated by scent of a secret garden — or perhaps beguiled by 
an unforgettable perfume worn by a stranger in a crowd ? And 
how many times have you secretly wished to be that anonymous 
stranger who captivates merely by virtue of a perfume ? 
Like perfectly formed exotic dancers, frangipani flowers engage 
in an elaborate, spellbinding choreography. As the enchantment 
takes hold, a plume of traditional chai tea perfects the charm. 
Ginger and cardamom set ablaze an irresistible cloud of milky, 
gourmand notes. 
A spell in the guise of a perfume that murmurs Remember Me.
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PAVILLON ROUGE
THE  NEW PERFUME


